SUPPORTING
CLIENT WORK
IN EMERGING
MARKETS
AMPLIFY & MAGNIFY

Consultancies are dedicated to achieving the
best possible results for their clients/partners
with sectoral or technical expertise.
In the quest to complete deliverables,
creating systems to improve data
management and communication may not
get your full attention.

Consultancies get paid to be technical experts they are not necessarily data scientists and fullstack marketers.
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THAT'S WHERE WE HELP
We take raw data from research and embed them into content tools
that improve deliverables and create impact through better stakeholder
communication.
We deliver results for our consulting partner from proposals to delivery
to closure.
PROPOSAL

Proposals stand out when they utilize our existing data pool and highlight our
global experience in achieving impact through communication.

DELIVERY

We conduct primary research, discover existing secondary research, and digitize
your research, making it searchable for internal and external stakeholders. We
also work with the research teams to create content targeted to specific
audiences.

CLOSURE

Whether an ongoing program or a one-off project, client satisfaction depends on
well-written and well-designed reporting. Our technical expertise paired with
data and content development experience help diverse and multi-lingual teams
deliver final reports clients love. Plus, outward-facing, interactive result pieces
become other avenues to catalyze desired market changes.
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WHAT WE OFFER
AMPLIFY Learn more

Amplify is our content management and distribution service. We work with organizations to disseminate
insights and research to improve their brand reputation, catalyze investment, and replicate new business
models.
It includes:
CONTENT MANAGEMENT. Not every report is ready for primetime. We edit and translate existing content to
better communicate with the desired audience.
CONTENT CREATION. We've invested in new visualization and mapping tools to communicate market
opportunities in novel and compelling ways.
CONTENT DISTRIBUTION. We work with our partners to create marketable content and extend its reach,
driving new opportunities.
In past engagements with existing programs, we've grown distribution audience reach by 100K for each month
of service, opened up new content distribution relationships, and increased traffic/attendance to key
documents/events. We've also supplemented key research with content and visualizations that improve
engagement.
We work with teams that do and don't have existing communications resources as we are supplemental to
activities you are already doing. We specialize in some of the most time-consuming tasks that, while important,
often get sidelined.
RESEARCH SERVICES Learn more

We are focused on private sector development in emerging markets. This includes market mappings which are
a deep examination of a specific ecosystem, an illuminating database of key players and established networks,
and a visual collection of insights curated for the client’s specific needs.
We are also available as contract consultants to conduct market assessments and investor-level research or
help private sector development programs communicate their own work better.
If our interests and experience align with yours, let's chat.
MAGNIFY *in beta testing

The Magnify platform takes all our previous country-level and market-level mappings and places them in a
searchable database. Backed by vetted data, qualitative reports, and reliable interviews, this database helps
you carve out your niche within a market's ecosystem so that you can make wise and sustainable choices,
setting you and your organization up for success.
If your program or project is looking to develop the private sector, catalyze investment in a particular market, or
if you need a starting point for your research activities across multiple markets, you should try Magnify.
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CAPABILITIES STATEMENT
KEY SERVICES

Market Systems Mapping and Monitoring
Emerging Markets Data Collection
Content Creation
Research Dissemination
Research Services specializing in:
Market Systems Development
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Development
Private Sector Development
Trade and Investment
Emerging Market Research

PROJECTS Learn more

Disseminating Research Regarding Congolese
Market Systems Inclusion
Igniting Replication of Innovations and Catalyzing
Investment for Smallholder Agriculture in Africa
Communicating for Systemic Change in DRC
Mapping for Ag-tech in Sub-Saharan Africa
Water Filter Business Design in Ghana
Mapping of Incubation/Innovation Labs in
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore

WHO WE'VE WORKED WITH

HOW YOU WORK WITH US

Discovered Markets has a very flexible and tailored business strategy for each organization that we work with.
We know that we do things a little differently - that's the point: increasing your success with knowledge of
emerging market systems at large. However, we know that our services come with a learning curve for our
clients. Because of this, we provide a demo with some of our products/services and a subscription model of
payment for others.
If you are interested in including our services in a proposal, we can discuss strategy, provide language, and/or
review submission materials.
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Case Study

More case studies can be found here.

About Client

Lixia Capsia Gestionis (LixCap) is a
capital advisory and an economic
development consultancy firm
based in Casablanca who was
asked by a European DFI to submit
a tender to conduct an
entrepreneurial ecosystem
analysis of Morocco.
Client Team

Wil iam Fellows: Managing Principal
Isabelle Portebois: Managing
Partner
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The Client Needs

A major European DFI was looking
to understand the entrepreneurial
ecosystem in Morocco and
requested a proposal from Lixcap
— a Casablanca based capital
advisory and economic
development consulting firm.
Seeking to have their tender
standout from other firm’s
submissions, Lixcap looked for
ways to produce and distribute
their research in ways that went
beyond a static 50 page report.
Key Strategies
Implemented

Discovered Markets designed a
systems-mapping and slideshow
presentation to showcase Lixcap’s
analysis. We then circulated the
mapping/presentation back to the
ecosystem actors and conducted
a webinar series to publicize the
mapping and emphasize Lixcap's
key takeaways from their study. By
compressing their research into a
visual mapping with a brief
exhibition, we reshaped their
report into a visually arresting and
concise format that was wellreceived by their client.

Nearly

150

entities were visualized in our
mapping of Morocco's
entrepreneurial ecosystem.

21
key informant interviews (KIIs)

across donors, financial
institutions, and entrepreneurial
support organizations to establish
a baseline and uncover new
insights on further needs to
support small and growing
businesses (SGBs) in Morocco.
29 programs
7 funds
30 SGBs
11 incubators
11 associations
20 DFI/Donors
6 accelerators
9 government entities
2 events
6 clusters

About Discovered Markets
Discovered Markets supports businesses, investors, and market
facilitators to accelerate investment decisions and reduce the cost of
market expansion in emerging markets. We specialize in business design
for new market entry, technical assistance to incorporate a systems
approach in blended finance innovations, and customized data solutions to
make expansion more cost-effective. Our approach is based in humancentered design, market systems development, and data science.

Reach out via:
contact@discoveredmarkets.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/discovered-markets/
https://www.discoveredmarkets.com/

